Introduction

New regulations for chemicals, biocides and cosmetics require the thorough and careful data mining either for the applicability of SAR approaches or for the prioritisation and planning of animal experiments needed. One tool to support this work is the data compilation in form of endpoint specific databases. Currently, two databases for in vivo toxicology are under construction at Fraunhofer ITEM on behalf of CEFIC LRI.

Short description of the databases

RepDose contains data from repeated dose toxicity studies; FeDTEx addresses reproductive toxicity including one-, two- and three-generational studies.

- RepDose contains at present repeated dose toxicity information for more than 400 industrial chemicals; effects in test groups observed from ten days to lifetime were collected here (REPDOSE: A database on repeated dose toxicity studies of commercial chemicals-A multifunctional tool. Regul Toxicol Pharmacol. 2006 Dec;46(3):202-10).
- FeDTEx is designed comparably and the data entry has been started for reprotoxic effects seen in F0, F1, F2, F3 generations.

First examples from analyses of repeated dose toxicity and reprotoxicity studies

RepDose and FeDTEx can be used as stand alone databases or in combination to identify chemical structures responsible for specific effects or target organs. Within RepDose a broad spectrum of targets and effects can be addressed. In FeDTEx, queries on selected effects in parent and offspring generations are possible. Combined use of both databases will provide an improved tool for substance toxicity profiling e.g. for early indication of reprotoxic properties.

51 chemicals are identical in both databases. An evaluation of toxicity profiles for these chemicals is presented in Fig 1.

Queries for phthalic acid derivatives

The query in both databases for effects of phthalic acid derivatives shows the possibilities of combined queries and proves the applicability and data consistency for a group of chemicals with known effects on the reproductive system.

- 9 phthalic acid derivatives are listed in RepDose
- 7 phthalic acid derivatives are listed in FeDTEx in multi-generation studies

Comparison of target organs in RepDose and FeDTEx for 4 phthalates

Tests are predominant target organs of phthalatic acid derivatives after repeated dose application and in reprotoxicity studies. Neither tests nor other reproductive organs in RepDose do determine the overall LOEL in the examined studies (data not shown). A lower dosing in multi-generation studies may account for the seen discrepancies in the observed F0_male effects in RepDose and FeDTEx.

Toxicity seems to be dependent on the length of the aliphatic substituent. In RepDose C2-C6 substituted phthalic acids induce toxic effects on testes, substitutents with chain length of C8 and more do not have any activity on testes, as well as isophthalic and condensed ring derivatives. FeDTEx data confirm that C2-C6 substituted derivatives show effects on sperm parameters and testes. Unexpectedly, diisodecylphthalate is toxic to testes in subsequent offspring generations.

All over the results fit well with the hypotheses published for the reprotoxic effects of phthalates and, thus, confirm the value of combined queries within both databases.
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